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Introduction: A Model for More Effective Security 
As the Zero Trust concept gains momentum, it’s upending the way we approach security in general and network 
architecture in particular. And it’s about time; the prevailing assumption that we should inherently trust internal 
users, networks, and systems is simply no longer valid, as proven by an endless stream of successful data breaches. 

While the advantages of a Zero Trust approach are clear and compelling, questions and challenges abound for 
network and security professionals tasked with implementing the architecture. Will they have to replace the entire 
network infrastructure? Is microsegmentation a realistic goal? Does the cloud preclude the possibility of a Zero Trust 
architecture?   

In this paper, we’ll separate today’s reality from the time-worn myths about the Zero Trust security architecture. At 
the same time, we’ll show you how Juniper Connected Security not only supports and enables a Zero Trust network 
architecture but can help you implement it more quickly and easily.  

Wanted: A Better Way to Protect Modern Environments 
That was then: Remember when endpoints were owned, managed, and secured by an organization’s IT department?  
We could assume that any user or device within the perimeter could be trusted. Administrative and operational 
applications were operated within a secure data center and they could trust each other.   

This is now: Today, the network perimeter has evolved as workloads have 
moved to the cloud while non-managed, mobile devices have become the 
norm rather than the exception. The location of applications, users, and 
their devices are no longer static. Data is no longer confined to the private 
data center. Gaps in visibility and protection continue to widen as the attack 
surface evolves, forcing companies to bolt on multiple, disconnected tools in 
order to see and secure everything.

Meanwhile, cyber criminals are becoming increasingly adept at circumventing 
advanced security measures, with more attackers using lateral movement 
to reach targets for compromise. They’re enjoying access to increasingly 
sophisticated toolkits and explicit explanations describing how to exploit 
vulnerabilities. The number of vulnerabilities continues to grow.       

The bottom line: Building stronger perimeters is no longer an adequate 
approach to protecting networks, users, applications, and data. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
From government agencies to businesses of all sizes, organizations are  under intense and 
growing pressure to demonstrate that they’re taking proper steps to protect against cyber 
attacks and prevent the compromise of sensitive data. Currently, the most popular—and 
perhaps most viable—approach to securing an agency or department’s network is the 
concept of Zero Trust. As an IT or security leader, executive or engineer, it’s imperative that 
you understand why Zero Trust is an essential part of creating a defensible security strategy. 

In this white paper, we’ll separate the reality of the Zero Trust security architecture from the 
time-worn myths and misconceptions while demonstrating how Juniper Connected Security 
not only supports and enables a Zero Trust network architecture, but helps you implement it 
more quickly and easily.

The Beginnings of Zero Trust 

In 2009, Forrester Research 
introduced the new Zero Trust 
information security model, 
which has gained widespread 
acceptance and adoption. By 
adopting the concepts and 
architectural components of 
Zero Trust, organizations can 
become more secure while 
easing compliance burdens and 
ultimately reducing costs. 

Source: “No More Chewy Centers: The 
Zero Trust Model of Information Security,” 
Forrester Research, Inc., March 2016
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A New Security Paradigm
Enter Zero Trust, the modern security paradigm that’s being widely adopted to provide greater protection against 
today’s threat landscape. The guiding principle for Zero Trust is “never trust; always verify”—in other words, assume 
that every part of your network is potentially hostile, as if it were directly on the Internet, and treat access requests 
accordingly. 

The Zero Trust approach considers inherent trust a critical vulnerability. Assuming that everything inside an 
organization’s network can be trusted allows threat actors and malicious insiders misusing privileged credentials to 
move laterally with ease, accessing or exfiltrating data from their target(s).

Instead, by using controls to create microperimeters around critical data, applications, and services, you can make 
sure that only known, allowed traffic and applications have access to the assets you’re protecting. With a Zero 
Trust architecture, you determine who can transit a microperimeter and set controls close to the assets you are 
protecting, preventing unauthorized access and exfiltration of sensitive data.   

While this approach doesn’t protect organizations from every possible attack, it can:

• Reduce the risk of advanced threats and breaches by preventing unauthorized lateral movement and access

• Accelerate threat detection and response 

• Reduce gaps in visibility  

• Support compliance requirements such as HIPAA, PCI-DSS, FISMA, and others 

A Look at the Pillars of Zero Trust  
In the years since the Zero Trust concept was introduced, industry experts 
and observers such as Forrester analysts have weighed in on this security 
approach. Forrester calls its latest iteration the Zero Trust eXtended (ZTX) 
Ecosystem1. 

At its simplest, Zero Trust is a conceptual and architectural model for “how 
security teams should redesign networks into secure microperimeters, 
strengthen data security using obfuscation techniques, limit the risks 
associated with excessive user privileges and access, and dramatically 
improve security detection and response with analytics and automation.”

Taking a complete approach that includes processes and technology, the ZTX 
Ecosystem encompasses data, workloads, networks, devices, people, visibility 
and analytics, and automation and orchestration, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Zero trust security is gaining greater attention in the aftermath of high-profile cyberattacks in the US that impacted 
government agencies as well as the private sector. 

In response, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) released a draft Federal Zero Trust Strategy in late 2021 
in support of an executive order to improve the nation’s cybersecurity, with the goal of accelerating agencies toward 
a shared baseline of early zero trust maturity. 

“In the current threat environment, the federal government can no longer depend on perimeter-based defenses 
to protect critical systems and data,” the strategy document asserts. “Meeting this challenge will require a major 
paradigm shift in how federal agencies approach cybersecurity.”

Let’s look at some of the myths and misconceptions that have stymied Zero Trust efforts in the past as organizations 
accelerate their journeys today.

1 “The Zero Trust eXtended (ZTX) Ecosystem; Strategic Plan: The Zero Trust Security Playbook,” Forrester Research, Inc., July 2019
2 “Moving the U.S. Government Towards Zero Trust Cybersecurity Principles” draft for public comment, September 2021

In Support of Zero Trust 

“Zero Trust can provide a mature 
solution today that does not need 
to add operational complexity 
or require major architecture 
changes. In fact, it can simplify 
operations while increasing 
security and protecting critical, 
high value assets.”

Source: “Zero Trust Cybersecurity Current 
Trends,” American Council for Technology-
Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC), April 
2019
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Figure 1: The Zero Trust eXtended (ZTX) Ecosystem, Forrester Research, Inc.  

Myth #1: Moving to Zero Trust Is Too Expensive for Government
Many organizations mistakenly assume that implementing a Zero Trust model will be cost-prohibitive for all but the 
very largest. The reality is that Zero Trust is appropriate and affordable for just about any sized organization. Here’s 
why: 

1. It’s a journey, not a project. While organizations with bottomless coffers and big targets on their backs may be 
able to justify starting from scratch with a Zero Trust architecture, the vast majority of organizations would be 
better served taking a more pragmatic, step-by-step approach. An iterative approach means that organizations 
don’t need to invest considerable resources and budget up front; rather, they can spread those costs and 
efforts over a long period of time. 

2. Implementing Zero Trust can reduce security costs because it improves operational efficiency and reduces 
complexity. According to Forrester, “Zero Trust also reduces expenditures by centralizing security 
management.”3 

Juniper Connected Security can help you take a step-by-step approach to implementing a Zero Trust architecture, 
bolstering the security you already have in place while helping you increase visibility and awareness without 
suffering from “alert overload.” For example, Juniper’s five-step framework to a more secure network can help you 
determine where your agency is now on its security journey and where it needs to go (see Figure 2). 

3“The Eight Business and Security Benefits of Zero Trust,” Forrester Research, September 2019

Data
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Figure 2: Five-step framework to Juniper Connected Security

Myth #2: Implementing Microsegmentation Is Too Complex to be Realistic
Microsegmentation is a potent tool for securing networks with Zero Trust in mind, breaking down monolithic 
perimeters into a series of microperimeters that concentrate granular security controls and contain attacks (see 
Figure 3). So why don’t more security and network professionals insist on using this approach?  

Early on, microsegmentation was perceived as far too time-consuming and complex to be practical for existing 
applications and environments. Organizations believed that implementing and maintaining microperimeters simply 
wasn’t feasible, given the large number of applications, application dependencies, services, and users involved. This 
was potentially true for organizations with disparate security and networking products that did not work together 
and were subsequently unable to provide end-to-end visibility for the network and environment.  

However, technology that embraces Zero Trust and delivers robust support for the architectural components of a 
Zero Trust network reduces the cost and complexity of creating and maintaining microperimeters. It does this by 
integrating security functions into devices that can be managed and controlled with centralized security policies. 

For example, Juniper Connected Security delivers the full functionality necessary to support the key components of 
a Zero Trust architecture that enable microperimeters: 

• A network segmentation gateway: Serving as the nucleus of the network, the segmentation gateway integrates 
traditionally standalone security services and devices into one gateway. Juniper Connected Security provides 
segmentation gateway functionality that combines next-generation firewall, unified threat management (UTM) 
services, and full, standards-based IPsec encryption with routing and switching in a single, high-performance, 
cost-effective platform. 

• Parallel, secure microperimeters: A switching zone mapped to a high-speed interface creates a secure segment, 
called a microcore and perimeter (MCAP) by Forrester. MCAPs are multiple, parallel microperimeters that 
are aggregated into a unified segmentation gateway fabric. Juniper Connected Security delivers microcore 
segmentation of the network based on defined security attributes and provides visibility into network activity 
on an application and per-user or role basis for strict access control over each MCAP. Taking this a step further, 
Juniper extends security to every layer of the network, including switches, routers, and Wi-Fi access points, 
preventing threats from spreading across the entire network, including both Juniper and third-party switches.  

• Centralized management: For efficient, scalable, and easy-to-use management, Juniper Connected Security 
allows IT teams to transparently manage all MCAPs from a single system serving as the network backplane. 
Security teams can manage a set of holistic policies that maintain the security of each MCAP, regardless 
of location, reducing the number of policies and rules needed while supporting finer granularity for single 
segmentation gateway instances.

Managing and
Monitoring
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• Alert fatigue
• Lack of time, focus
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• Solution integration
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• Better prioritization
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Figure 3: Data center microsegmentation example

Myth #3: It’s Only Feasible for Greenfield Implementations 
Another broadly disseminated assumption is that Zero Trust is fine only if you have a greenfield implementation. 
Otherwise, you really need to rip and replace everything and start over with a single platform.

While it’s true that some organizations are doing this, most are not in a position to take a rip-and-replace approach 
to Zero Trust. Fortunately, they don’t need to—on the contrary, achieving a Zero Trust architecture does not require 
rebuilding the entire network, and certainly not in one massive effort.

Instead, organizations can develop a roadmap to Zero Trust featuring a step-by-step implementation, increasing 
their maturity over time. The key to successfully achieving an incremental approach is choosing solutions that can 
easily support and integrate with what your organization already has, so you can implement new security capabilities 
to support Zero Trust and extend security across the entire network at the same time.

Rather than try to be all things to all customers, Juniper focuses on open standards and product interoperability. No 
single vendor can secure a modern enterprise network; Juniper Connected Security provides a consolidated view 
across security solutions, making it easy to leverage security intelligence, improve detection, and mitigate threats 
without adding unnecessary complexity.

Myth #4: Zero Trust Is Only for On-Premises Environments 
Given that the primary argument for Zero Trust is that organizations can no longer assume trust for everything 
within their networks, a common myth is that Zero Trust is only applicable within a organization’s own data centers. 
While it’s true that cyber criminals have exploited the assumption of trust within an organization’s environment, 
their efforts and techniques are not limited to on-premises environments. 
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Another reason that organizations think implementing Zero Trust applies mainly—or exclusively—to private data 
centers is they tend to believe that the cloud service provider is responsible for security. This is one of the biggest 
fallacies of cloud computing. In fact, the pervasive model for security in the cloud is the shared responsibility model, 
where the cloud service provider is responsible for securing the cloud infrastructure and customers are responsible 
for securing their workloads, data, and users. Not only is Zero Trust applicable to the cloud, but it’s critical for 
extending protection of a agency’s assets to cloud and multicloud environments.  

Juniper Connected Security extends security policy and enforcement into the cloud to support new service delivery 
models, protecting workloads and data from the endpoint to the edge and every cloud in between. This enables 
your organization to take your security posture from on-premises to the cloud. With Juniper, you can extend Zero 
Trust security to containerized workloads as well, extending visibility and enforcement down to the communication 
between individual microservices within an application. 

Myth #5: Zero Trust Requires a Single-Vendor Approach   
As the security industry hops on the Zero Trust bandwagon, a good deal of the vendor hype has focused on the 
need for a single-vendor solution. The argument has been that the only way organizations can make sure everything 
works together in a Zero Trust architecture is to choose one vendor that offers everything needed. 

The reality is that no one vendor will ever offer everything required for secure networking within a Zero Trust 
architecture. Forrester reports that integration of functionality from different security domains is critical, stating that 
“Usability and command and control of assets across disparate data systems, networks, and infrastructure are critical 
in Zero Trust.” 

That’s why Juniper Connected Security built a global partner ecosystem dedicated to delivering and implementing 
networks that drive real business value at all levels of our customers’ organizations. These partnerships leverage 
best-in-class solutions and industry expertise that complement Juniper’s own offerings and solve a broader range of 
customer needs.

Get Started with Zero Trust and Juniper Connected Security
Now that we’ve separated fact from fiction on Zero Trust architectures, let’s look at what uniquely positions Juniper 
Connected Security to help your organization deploy Zero Trust in the most advantageous way possible.

First and foremost is our leadership in secure, high-performance networks. We help customers build the most 
advanced networks around the globe, powering the world’s largest networks.   

Fueled by a significant investment in research and development, Juniper Networks produces some of the industry’s 
most groundbreaking innovations across every aspect of networking technology: silicon, systems, software, and 
security. Juniper brings next-generation firewalls, switching, advanced malware defense, intelligent policy, and 
flexible deployment models together with Juniper Connected Security, effectively positioning Juniper to truly 
address the Zero Trust needs of organizations around the globe (see Figure 4). 

4“The Zero Trust eXtended (ZTX) Ecosystem; Strategic Plan: The Zero Trust Security Playbook,” Forrester Research, Inc., July 2019  
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Figure 4. A Zero Trust architecture with Juniper Connected Security  

Table 1. Juniper Connected Security Helps Support Each Pillar of the Zero Trust Model

Pillar Juniper Capabilities

Data • Provides full, standards-based IPsec encryption for the secure transport of business data across networks
• Supports microperimeterization 

Networks • Enables you to see, protect, and automate the network as a single entity 
• Extends security to all points of the network, including third-party products
• Supports microsegmentation with robust segmentation gateway capabilities 

Users • Enables you to govern and enforce user access with a high degree of granular control 
• Secures and protects user interactions

Devices • Supports user intent-based policies to allow network devices (switches, routers, firewalls, and other security 
devices) to share information, resources, and, when threats are detected, remediation actions within the 
network 

Workloads • Offers advanced defenses deep behind the perimeter, in the public cloud, and anywhere else that modern 
service delivery models take an organization’s workloads

• Enables granular policy control

Analytics and Visibility • Delivers visibility into network traffic, including user and application awareness 
• Analyzes session information in real time, sending packet captures through a span port to a centralized 

repository 

Automation and  
Orchestration

• Delivers unified protection powered by automation, machine learning, and real-time threat intelligence 
• Simplifies management with a platform for creation, deployment, and replication of common security policies 

to ease the implementation of new applications and services
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Next Steps
Given today’s threat landscape and modern computing environment, it’s time for organizations of all types and 
sizes to make Zero Trust a core tenet of their information security strategy. To continue to rely on strengthening 
perimeter security only is to invite increasingly more successful and frequent cyber attacks on both private and 
cloud environments. 

Juniper has extensive experience working with federal agencies and supporting their specialized network and security 
requirements. We offer IC/DoD-certified solutions for missions that demand unfailing network performance. 

Juniper Federal Services are designed to provide an enhanced, secure, end-to-end U.S.-based customer support 
experience, including Advanced Care Service, Advanced Care Plus Service, Premium Care Service, Flexible Services 
Credit, and High Security Return Materials Authorization and Non-Return Service.

Contact your federal account manager for more information. 

To learn more about Juniper solutions for federal, visit www.juniper.net/us/en/solutions/federal-government.html. 

About Juniper Networks
At Juniper Networks, we are dedicated to dramatically simplifying network operations and driving superior 
experiences for end users. Our solutions deliver industry-leading insight, automation, security and AI to drive real 
business results. We believe that powering connections will bring us closer together while empowering us all to 
solve the world’s greatest challenges of well-being, sustainability and equality.

http://www.juniper.net
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/datasheets/us/en/services/government-advanced-care-service.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/datasheets/us/en/services/government-advanced-care-plus-service.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/datasheets/us/en/services/government-premium-care-service.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/service-descriptions/us/en/flexible-services-credit.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/service-descriptions/us/en/flexible-services-credit.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/content/dam/www/assets/datasheets/us/en/services/high-security-return-material-authorization-and-non-return-service.pdf
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